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Assessment on TeacherConnectchatINTEGRATED PROJECTS

21st-Century teachers and teaching 
methodologies



Agenda 

PART ONE

Context: Overview 

of the projects

PART TWO

Practical: Being 

21st-Century 

Leaders and 

educators

World Café 



Examples of 21st-Century Skills 

Communication

Critical thinking

Creativity

Collaboration

Metacognition

Problem solving

Resilience

Adaptability

Innovation
Leadership

Empathy

Emotional Intelligence 

Compassion

Digital literacy

Accountable

Growth Mindset

Solution seeking 

Self-directed

Self-Efficacy

Curiosity 

Intrinsic motivation 
Systems thinking 

Information literacy

Computational thinking 

Decision making 
Logical reasoning 

Conflict resolution 

Adaptability 

Self-efficacy 

Agency/Autonomy 

Environmental awareness 
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A new generation project:

Watch the Ascent of Money documentary, make a summary and create slides to 

present the content and highlights in class:

What countless students did:

1. Ask ChatGPT to summarize the Ascent of Money episodes in 500 words.

2. Ask ChatGPT to change the 500 word summary into a university level presentation 

script

3. Go to Tome (AI generated slides), ask to generate slides on the Ascent of Money 

episodes

4. BOOM! This literally saved use hours



1. You must iterate until you have something that is worthwhile. In ChatGPT you can ask 

unlimited questions for re-generations of the same request. You must get creative and not 

give up too early. 

2. You have to be very specific, for example: Don’t ask for a  summary van Ascent of Money, 

ask for a 500 word, university level, concise summary of episode 2, written like a university 

student, so you need to use correct spelling and vocabulary.

3. You need to be clever and creative about it. Use the internet to find transcripts that you can 

feed into the bot. You need to know the content, to know if it’s any good.

4. Universities detect the use of ChatGPT, but students are even smarter. They take the 

ChatGPT generated material and put it through and rewrite website to avoid plagiarism.

Professor solution:

He asked us to reference the use of the bot/bots as usual. He also asked us to come forward with 

skills that made the more successful presentations.

Skills you need to navigate:



Summary 21st-century leaders and learners  

21st-century learners, teachers, and 

leaders are people who employ skills 

such as critical thinking, collaboration, 

creativity to be 

 problem-finders and solution-seekers 

who are self-directed as they look for 

opportunities

to solve problems and create value for 

everyone!



21st century teaching and learning 

21st-century learners 

require 

21st-century teachers 

using 

21st-century approaches
(e.g. integrated projects) 

Who are self-directed as they  identify and solve 
problems and create value for everyone.  



How can we grow these 21st-

century skills through integrated 

projects?



What is an integrated project?

Would you 

rather eat these 

ingredients 

separately?

OR… 



What is an integrated project?

Would you prefer to eat the 

cake cooked and with all 

the ingredients combined?
Journal for Postgrad Medicine 1994;40:231



Advantages of Integration:

● Reduces fragmentation of topics

● Prevents repetition/wasted time

● Students learn to apply their knowledge to real examples

● Promotes collaboration in teachers/departments

● Could rationalise teaching resources

MOST IMPORTANTLY: 

Overcomes the separation in the student’s mind between form and function.



PROVIDING
OPPORTUNITIES 

TO TRANSFER 
KNOWLEDGE AND 

SKILLS  

CONNECTING 
LEARNING TO THE 

REAL WORLD 

LEADING TO 
DEEPER 

UNDERSTANDING 

WHICH  
INCREASES 

ENGAGEMENT AND 
MOTIVATION 

Why an integrated project? 
Integrated learning prepares learners for a changing world by…

The science of learning tells 

us that learners learn better 

when they:

- activate their prior 

knowledge 

- are paying attention 

and actively engaged, 

because they are 

thinking deeply about 

the learning

- engaged in the content 

because it is relevant 

(context) and authentic

The integrated project aligns 

to all these findings. 
Preparing learners with skills 

to succeed in a changing 

world. 



START AT END: THANK YOU!
Subject Updates/changes Team

Mathematics Possibly adding Pythagorean 

theorem from Term 2 to include 

T1-3 revision

Ms Mtumtum (comm)

Me Hester Steyn, Mr Steenkamp, Mr R. 

Kruger, 

Natural Sciences Addition of 3 scenarios Mrs Suanne Rampou

Technology Calculations on given figures, 

preferred building with found 

materials

Mr Christo Jones (comm)

Mr Estiaan Taljaard

Mr Jonathan Freese (guide)

LO Divide final exhibit into one 

career and one business idea

Dr. J. Zitha (comm)

Mr Ismail Teladia, Ms Mpho Ngwako

SS Change the research question Ms Thandy Ndashe (comm)

Mr C. Riedewaan



MORE THANK YOUs!

Subject Updates/changes Team

EMS Small changes on rubric 

(explanations) and edits

Mrs Antoinette Venter

Mrs Sharon Tuynsma 

Languages Changes to rubric weight

HL translations in LWB

Mr. C Blignaut (comm)

Creative Arts Add action to project at start, 

then refer to the Arts Guide

Ms Anina Lundie (Arts Guide)





How does the integrated project work?

We explore the world 

(Inquiry learning) by 

using:  

Open ended questions for 

learners to explore and 

discover the content. 

Moving from the known to 

the unknown 

Comparing, organising 

and analysing discoveries  

We embrace the 

challenges by:

(Problem learning) 

Defining the problem, 

working together in a team 

to find solutions, strategise

Solving real-world problems 

collectively 

We design the future by:  

(Design learning)  

Creating products and 

services than can be used to 

Solve problems 

(in activism, advocating for change e.g. 

learning about climate change etc.)  

Performances - the processes that learners actively ‘DO’ during the project  



PROCESS NOT 
PRODUCT

Key elements of an integrated project

LEARNER 
VOICE AND 

CHOICE 

PLUS
ATP

PLUS
Programmes 

of 
Assessment 



MST Integrated Project 2023



Project Summary



Inputting 21st-century skills



What is new? Adding observation opportunities

Infusion of the 21st-Century 

Skills - new for 2023. 



MST Project changes:

● Three scenarios added

○ Knock-on effect due to above 

○ Rubrics adapted to above

● Dummy variables added

○ To ensure equality

● Permission to build from found materials

○ Looked at the snap kit as resource

○ One working model per class/school

● Adding Pythagoras (special request)

○ Pythagoras is only in Term 4. Area, Surface Area as well as perimeter are also only in 

term 4. Is that a problem?

○ Classifying triangles, as well as constructions are done in term 3.



MST Resource pack 



LO anchor project 2023



LO anchor project



LO anchor project



LO anchor project changes

LO BOTH career and business researched and presented, rubrics adapted 

accordingly, many fixes on rubric simplify marking

EMS Fix mistakes on rubric and worksheets

SS Research questions changed, added worksheet with cause and effect 

map, specific changes to rubrics and other worksheets

HL Rubric weighting changes from 25/25 to 20/30

Translation of Workbook pages for learners 11 languages

FAL Fix worksheet

ARTS Added to start of project to action the guide from week 1



Harvesting Challenges for Implementation

Please write your biggest concern 

down on the cards on your table.

We will analyse these all the concerns and use these in the 

World Cafe tomorrow.
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Thank 
you.
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